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Råjayoga: The Reincarnations of the 
King of All Yogas 
Jason Birch 
In the late nineteenth and twentieth century, prominent Indian religious 
leaders such as Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda and Svåm⁄ Çivånanda developed 
systems of Yoga based on Patañjali’s A‚†å gayoga and called them Råja-
yoga. They have promoted the Yogas¨tra as the most authoritative source 
on Råjayoga. In contrast to this, there are modern Indian systems of Råja-
yoga which have very little to do with Påtañjalayoga, such as the one taught 
globally by the Brahma Kumaris. It is generally accepted that Råjayoga 
refers to types of Yoga which are based more on meditation than physical 
techniques such as postures (åsana), yet very little research has been done 
to explain why there are variations between modern systems of Råjayoga. 
Also, the term “råjayoga” (literally, “king-yoga”) implies superiority, 
usually, over Ha†hayoga, but this raises the question of whether there 
was ever a justifiable basis for this claim of superiority, which I address 
here through examining the history of Råjayoga. 
The history of the term “råjayoga” reveals that it did not derive from 
Påtañjalayoga. Indeed, it was not until the sixteenth century that this term 
was used in a commentary on the Yogas¨tra. The earliest definition of 
Råjayoga is found in the twelfth century, Çaiva Yoga text called the 
Amanaska, which proclaimed Råjayoga to be superior to all other Yogas 
and soteriologies prevalent in India at that time. From the twelfth to the 
fifteenth centuries, Råjayoga was mainly used as a synonym for samådhi, 
yet after the sixteenth century, the textual evidence reveals many attempts 
to reinterpret the name and connect it with different systems of Yoga. 
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This calls into question the presumption that a Yoga tradition’s survival 
depends on its success at faithfully preserving ancient teachings. In fact, 
the prominence of Råjayoga and even the Yogas¨tra in the twentieth 
century is more a consequence of the role they have played in sanctioning 
innovation and in promoting the efficacy of meditation within the competi-
tive environment of Hinduism’s diverse soteriological practices.1 
Modern Interpretations of Råjayoga 
In examining Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda’s claim that the Yogas¨tra was a text-
book on Råjayoga, Elizabeth De Michelis (2004: 178) has observed that 
the identification of Påtañjalayoga with Råjayoga may first have been 
made by the Theosophists and popularized by Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda’s 
book, Raja Yoga.2 The pervasiveness of “Patañjali’s Råjayoga” in both 
popular publications on Yoga and somewhat more scholarly ones3 reflects 
the influence of Theosophy and Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda’s books on modern 
Yoga in India and outside it.4 Many of these authors were probably aware 
that the term “råjayoga” is absent in the Yogas¨tra, the Yogabhå‚ya, 
Ça kara’s Vivara~a, Våcaspatimiçra’s Tattvavaiçårad⁄, and Bhoja’s Råja-
mårta~ a. In fact, as far as I am aware, råjayoga does not appear in a 
Yoga text until after the eleventh century. However, it seems to have a 
longer history in Indian astrology, for it is found in at least two early 
genethlialogical works, in which context it denotes astrological signs that 
foreshadow the birth of kings (Pingree 1981: 82).5 
Nearly all published books on Råjayoga acknowledge the Yogas¨tra as 
the textual source for this Yoga, and the structure of their expositions is 
usually the eight auxiliaries (a‚†å ga) of Påtañjalayoga. Often, their expla-
nations of each auxiliary are a synthesis of various religious and philoso-
phical ideas with meditation techniques, depending on the author’s predi-
lections. De Michelis (2004: 149–77) has shown how Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda’s 
Raja Yoga blends elements of Neo-Vedånta and Råmak®‚~a’s mysticism 
with concepts from Western science, philosophy, and occultism. His 
ideology was overlaid onto the basic framework of A‚†å gayoga and the 
puru‚a-prak®ti metaphysics. This process has also been described by 
Sarah Strauss (2005: 8–23), so there is no need for me to go into further 
detail here, though it is worth pointing out that a similar syncretic process 
is discernible in more recent works on Råjayoga, albeit with different 
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philosophical and religious elements. For example, Svåm⁄ Çivånanda 
(2010: 61–68) of Rishikesh wrote an entire chapter on the Yoga of devo-
tion (bhaktiyoga) in his book on Råjayoga, whereas Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda 
(2003: 73) hardly expatiated on devotion when discussing s¨tras (that   
is, 2.1, 32 and 45) on “worshipping god” (⁄çvarapra~idhåna). Also, 
Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda (2003: 17) dismissed posture (åsana), claiming 
that Råjayoga has little to do with Ha†hayoga, whereas Svåm⁄ Råma’s 
book (1998: 22–55) on Råjayoga devotes thirty-three pages to posture, 
including detailed explanations of Ha†hayogic poses such as headstand, 
dhanuråsana, and may¨råsana along with their therapeutic benefits. 
Therefore, it is clear that even these modern interpretations of Råjayoga, 
which are encased by the framework of Påtañjalayoga, differ from one 
another in their emphasis and on certain details of content. 
The Yogas¨tra in Pre-Modern Syncretic Expositions of Yoga  
The use of the Yogas¨tra as a framework for a new syncretic exposition 
of Yoga was not an innovation of Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda. Indeed, he was 
following, perhaps unknowingly, in the footsteps of several medieval 
writers of Sanskrit Yoga compilations, in particular, Çivånandasarasvat⁄ 
and Bhavadeva.6 The most prodigious work of these two is Çivånanda-
sarasvat⁄’s Yogacintåma~i which was written in the late sixteenth or 
early seventeenth century7 and has been estimated to have 3423 verses.8 
The Yogacintåma~i integrated newer and older Yoga traditions of that 
time with material from the Purå~as, Dharmaçåstras and epics, within the 
framework of A‚†å gayoga. Çivånandasarasvat⁄ traces his lineage back to 
Ça kara,9 and Advaitavedånta viewpoints are indeed enmeshed in his com-
mentary, which was written for the more learned Brahmin who appreciated 
not only the complexities of the Yogas¨tra and its commentaries, but also 
the new discourse created by juxtaposing and blending together different 
systems of Yoga. Indeed, just as Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda’s Raja Yoga com-
bines practical instruction on prå~åyåma and meditation with a lofty 
discourse on Eastern and Western esoteric teachings, the Yogacintåma~i 
combined the practical instructions of earlier Ha†hayoga texts with the 
philosophy and metaphysics of Påtañjalayoga, Advaitavedånta, Tantric 
Çaivism, and so on. However, the difference in this regard is that the 
Yogacintåma~i embraced Ha†hayoga, whereas Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda (2003: 
18) rejected it and preferred to invoke Ça karåcårya as an authority on
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alternate nostril breathing.10 
In the West, the term “yoga” tends to refer to postural practice and 
“meditation” to seated practice.11 A similar distinction is seen in the 
dichotomy of Ha†hayoga and Råjayoga which is prevalent in India. 
Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda (2003: 17) not only separated Råja from Ha†hayoga, 
but also advocated the independence and superiority of the former over 
the latter. Indeed, in his view, Ha†hayoga was merely concerned with 
making the physical body strong, and he believed there were other, more 
effective ways to do that.12 Svåm⁄ Çivånanda maintained the distinction 
of Råjayoga as mental practice and Ha†hayoga as physical, but he also 
integrated Ha†hayoga into A‚†å gayoga by equating it as the auxiliaries 
of åsana and prå~åyåma. His justification for this is worth quoting in 
full:  
Hatha Yoga concerns with the physical body and control of breath. 
Raja Yoga deals with the mind. Raja Yoga and Hatha Yoga are inter-
dependent. Raja Yoga and Hatha Yoga are the necessary counterparts 
of each other. No one can become a perfect Yogi without knowledge 
of the practice of both the Yogas. Raja Yoga begins where properly 
practised Hatha Yoga ends…(Svåm⁄ Çivånanda 2010: 38). 
As also noted above, Svåm⁄ Råma integrated Ha†hayoga into A‚†å gayoga 
in the same way, and he too interpreted Råjayoga as the meditative practice 
(that is, the internal auxiliaries) and Ha†hayoga as åsana and prå~åyåma.13 
As will be seen below, there are antecedents in medieval Yoga traditions 
for the opposing views of Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda and Svåm⁄ Çivånanda on 
the Råja-Ha†ha dichotomy as well as for construing Ha†hayoga as an 
auxiliary of Påtañjalayoga.  
Modern Råjayogas Independent of the Yogas¨tra 
It should be noted that not all modern interpretations of Råjayoga adopt 
the A‚†å ga format of Påtañjalayoga. A good example is the Råjayoga of 
Ram Chandra who hailed from Shahjahanpur and founded the Shri Ram 
Chandra Mission in 1945. In his book entitled the Sahaj Marg Philosophy, 
he promoted his Råjayoga, which is also called the “Sahaj Marg,” as a 
simple and easy way to realization (Chandra 2009: 331).14 His system 
begins with meditation (dhyåna) which he acknowledges to be the seventh 
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step in Påtañjalayoga. Indeed, it is clear that he saw his own Råjayoga as 
a simplification of Påtañjalayoga: the last two auxiliaries of A‚†å gayoga 
are retained as well as the practice of renunciation (vairågya).15 Ram 
Chandra (2009: 169) referred to Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda as an authority on 
spiritual matters, so his understanding of Påtañjalayoga as Råjayoga proba-
bly derives from Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda’s work. Nonetheless, there is very 
little of Påtañjalayoga’s metaphysics, terminology, or structure in the 
Sahaj Marg’s Råjayoga. 
Seeing that the above Råjayogas have been uniquely shaped by the teach-
ings of their founding gurus, it is likely that there are other modern systems 
of Råjayoga which are unknown outside of India. Though I suspect that 
most of these have been based, to some degree, on Påtañjalayoga since 
the time of Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda, there is at least one Råjayoga whose 
name and content is entirely independent of Påtañjalayoga. It is taught by 
the Brahma Kumaris, a global organization founded by Prajapita Brahma 
(aka Dada Lekhraj) in the late 1930s. The Brahma Kumaris teach a system 
of Råjayoga without reference to or any discernible influence from Svåm⁄ 
Vivekånanda’s Råjayoga or Påtañjalayoga, because they believe that their 
teachings emanate directly from Çiva and that they represent the pure 
tradition from which “Hinduism” has become the corrupted version.16 
One publication of the Brahma Kumaris defines their Råjayoga as follows:  
Raja Yoga means the intellectual and loveful communion of the soul 
with the Supreme Soul….Initiation, Meditation, Concentration and 
Realization are the four steps of Raja Yoga. Raja Yoga subsumes within 
itself the fundamentals of all methods of Yoga and confers the achieve-
ments of all of them naturally and easily, using one very simple method 
which anyone can learn (1986: 60).17 
This definition appears to have been inspired by the meaning of Yoga as 
“union,” which is salient in Çaiva Tantras (see Vasudeva 2004: 235–46) 
as well as the medieval Yoga traditions that followed them. The term 
“råja,” which literally means “king,” is being understood metaphorically 
as the supreme soul; Råjayoga is thus the union of the individual soul 
with the supreme one. A later publication acknowledges Påtañjalayoga to 
be the “Raja Yoga…commonly known throughout the world” (Brahma 
Kumaris 1996: 129), yet it rejects Påtañjalayoga’s authority on the grounds 
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that the meaning of Yoga as “union” is not evident in the Yogas¨tra.18 
The preface of the same publication also defines Råjayoga as “the King 
of Yogas or the Royal Yoga” (Brahma Kumaris 1996: 4),19 which is 
affirmed by their official website.20 This definition of Råjayoga is well 
attested in earlier Çaiva Yoga traditions. 
The History of Råjayoga 
The Råjayoga of the Amanaska and the Aparok‚ånubh¨ti 
The earliest extant definition of Råjayoga occurs in the second chapter of 
a Çaiva Yoga text called the Amanaska, which was written before the 
twelfth century.21 In answering Våmadeva’s opening question, Çiva states 
that there is an internal Yoga (antaryoga) called Råjayoga, and he defines 
it in two ways. It is called Råjayoga, first, because it is the king of all 
Yogas and, second, because it enables the yogin to reach the illustrious 
king, the supreme Self.22 The first definition is a broad declaration of 
Råjayoga’s superiority over all Yoga systems known at that time. Though 
these other Yogas are not named, it is likely that the author had in mind 
Mantrayoga, Layayoga, and Ha†hayoga because other verses in the 
Amanaska explicitly reject mantras (for example, 2.7) and Ha†hayogic 
practices such as åsanas, prå~åyåma, mudrås and bandhas (2.7, 2.31, 
2.42) as well as meditation techniques (dhyåna) (2.33, 2.37, and 2.39).23 
The superiority of Råjayoga over these three other Yogas is affirmed by 
most medieval Yoga texts which teach the tetrad of Mantrayoga, Layayoga, 
Ha†hayoga, and Råjayoga. However, unlike the Amanaska, they promote 
the first three Yogas as acceptable methods for attaining Råjayoga. The 
Amanaska dismisses the other Yogas, in much the same way as Svåm⁄ 
Vivekånanda dismissed Ha†hayoga, and both base their dismissal on the 
critique that Ha†hayoga’s techniques are difficult to perform and its purpose 
questionable. The Amanaska (2.42ab) states: 
abhyastaiª kim u d⁄rghakålam anilair vyådhipradair du‚karaiª  
prå~åyåmaçatair anekakara~air duªkhåtmakair durjayaiª| 
What is to be gained by [manipulating] the vital winds, [even when] 
practiced for a long time? [What gained] by the hundreds of [ways] of 
holding the breath, which cause sickness and are arduous, and by the 
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many mudrås,24 which are painful by nature and difficult to master? 
Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda’s Raja Yoga states: 
We have nothing to do with [Ha†hayoga] here, because its practices are 
very difficult, and cannot be learned in a day, and, after all, do not lead 
to any spiritual growth (2003: 17). 
The Amanaska also rejects gradualist Yoga techniques for attaining samå-
dhi, which would include any system based on auxiliaries (that is, Ía a ga-
yoga, A‚†å gayoga, and so on).25 The Amanaska’s Råjayoga is presented 
as an easy, direct, and simple way to samådhi,26 which is described as a 
natural state (sahajåvasthå). Such rhetoric appears to be a clear precedent 
to the Brahma Kumaris’ definition cited above, as well as Ram Chandra’s 
Råjayoga which dispensed with the first six auxiliaries of A‚†å gayoga 
and was promoted by its founder as a direct and easy method and as the 
“king of yogas” (2009: 122). Indeed, the Amanaska’s position is more 
extreme than Ram Chandra’s, because it begins and ends with samådhi 
whereas Ram Chandra accepted the seventh auxiliary of Påtañjalayoga 
(that is, dhyåna) and taught meditation for the attainment of samådhi. On 
meditation and the natural state of samådhi, the Amanaska’s position is 
made clear in verse 2.33bd:  
…dhyånådikarmåkulåª| 
pråyaª prå~iga~å vim¨ hamanaso nånåvikårånvitå  
d®çyante na hi nirvikårasahajånandaikabhåjo bhuvi\ 
[…Some] are confounded by activities such as meditation. Generally 
speaking, [these] multitudes of people have deluded minds and various 
[mental] disturbances. For, those who experience nothing but the bliss 
of the undisturbed, natural state [of samådhi] are not seen in the world. 
The Amanaska’s second definition of Råjayoga is based on the metaphor 
that the supreme Self (paramåtman) is a “king” (råjan). This metaphor is 
found in one of the oldest Upani‚ads, the B®hadåra~yaka (2.5.15):  
sa vå ayam åtmå sarve‚åμ bh¨tånåm adhipatiª sarve‚åμ bh¨tånåμ råjå| 
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This very Self is also the ruler of all beings, [that is to say,] the king 
(råja) of all beings. 
This more esoteric meaning of Råjayoga reminds us of the Brahma 
Kumaris’ definition of Råjayoga as “communion of the soul with the 
Supreme Soul.” However, in the Amanaska the word “yoga” is better 
understood as “method” (that is, the method for [attaining] the Self) 
because its second definition indicates that Råjayoga is the means by 
which the yogin attains the Self.27 Therefore, in the context of the Amanaska, 
Råjayoga is the no-mind state (amanaska) and both terms (that is, råjayoga 
and amanaska) are synonyms in the Amanaska and later Yoga texts.28 
Apart from the metaphor of the supreme Self as king in the Amanaska’s 
second definition of Råjayoga, it also plays on the root meaning of råj as 
“to shine,”29 in order to affirm Råjayoga as the method for realizing the 
“shining” (d⁄pyamåna) Self. 
In light of the modern association of Råjayoga with the Yogas¨tra, it 
should be noted that the Amanaska was not influenced directly by Påtañjala-
yoga. Key elements of the latter such as the puru‚a-prak®ti metaphysics 
and the levels of samådhi, Kriyåyoga, and A‚†å gayoga are absent in the 
Amanaska. The teachings of the Amanaska, which are spoken by Çiva, 
undoubtedly derive from earlier Çaiva traditions; for example, its central 
technique called Çåmbhav⁄ Mudrå was known to the Kashmirian Çaiva 
exegetes, Abhinavagupta and K‚emaråja, as Bhairava Mudrå.30 Its rejec-
tion of gradualist approaches to liberation and its dislike of austerities 
(tapas) point to the influence of later Kaula schools whose texts also 
include terms such as amanaska and unman⁄ as synonyms for samådhi.31 
Nonetheless, the Amanaska rejected Tantric sectarian affiliation, mantras, 
and ritual which suggests that it was conceived as a reformation of earlier 
Çaiva traditions. By emphasizing samådhi as well as practice (abhyåsa), 
detachment (audås⁄nya), and the guru’s favor (guruprasåda) as the essen-
tial means to liberation, the Amanaska placed itself firmly among the 
Yoga traditions which became prominent from the twelfth century onwards.  
Although the Amanaska provides the earliest extant definitions 
(nirvacana) of Råjayoga, it may not be the earliest Yoga text in which 
the term occurs, because the Aparok‚ånubh¨ti has preserved a Vedåntic 
system of Yoga with fifteen auxiliaries (a ga) called Råjayoga. This text 
has been attributed to Ådiça kara, however it was probably written only 
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a century or two before its terminus ad quem of the fourteenth century.32 
The Aparok‚ånubh¨ti’s teachings on Yoga stand at a distance from the 
Amanaska because its Råjayoga is more of an attempt to homologize the 
auxiliaries of Yoga with Vedåntic doctrine and it appears to have had 
little influence on later Yoga traditions until the South Indian recension 
of the Yoga Upani‚ads.33 Also, the Aparok‚ånubh¨ti is unique in using 
the term “råjayoga” to denote a system of Yoga without the connotation 
of samådhi. In other medieval Yoga texts, Råjayoga is both a name for a 
type of Yoga based primarily on the practice of samådhi as well as a syno-
nym for the state of samådhi itself (see Birch 2011: 542–43). Nonetheless, 
the Aparok‚ånubh¨ti has led to the association of Ça karåcårya and 
Vedåntic teachings with Råjayoga as seen in the title of Manilal Nabhubhai 
Dvivedi’s work, Rája Yoga, or The Practical Metaphysics of the Vedanta: 
Being a Translation of the Vákyasudhá or Drigdrishyaviveka of Bhárati-
tirtha, and the Aparokshánubhuti of Shri Shankaráchárya, which was 
published in 1885. 
Early Råjayoga and Ha†hayoga 
From the Amanaska until the fifteenth-century Ha†haprad⁄pikå, the 
meaning of Råjayoga as the practice of samådhi was ubiquitous among 
Yoga texts. However, unlike Mantrayoga and Ha†hayoga which were 
largely characterized by specific techniques, Råjayoga was associated 
with a diverse range of techniques, and for this reason, no typology of a 
system of Råjayoga is apparent. For example, in the Amanaska, Çåmbhav⁄ 
Mudrå was the main technique for achieving Råjayoga (that is, samådhi), 
but in the Dattåtreyayogaçåstra and the Yogab⁄ja, Mantrayoga, Layayoga 
and Ha†hayoga were the means to Råjayoga.34 In contrast to this, the 
Amaraughaprabodha states that Råjayoga is achieved by fusing the mind 
with an internal sound.35 It also teaches the same tetrad of Yogas in the 
Dattåtreyayogaçåstra and the Yogab⁄ja and similarly affirms that the 
first three are for the attainment of Råjayoga,36 so one could infer that 
the first three Yogas cause the internal sound and the mind’s fusion with 
it. Yet, one might also infer that any technique which brings about the 
internal sound and the mind’s fusion with it would be equally valid. The 
Çår gadharapaddhati
37 and the Çivasaμhitå teach the same tetrad of 
Yogas, but their explanations of Råjayoga are even more disassociated 
from the other three Yogas than is the case in the Amaraughaprabodha. 
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In both texts, Råjayoga is brought about by visualization and meditation 
practices involving Cakras and Ku~ alin⁄.38 
The attainment of Råjayoga by Ha†hayoga is the central theme of the 
fifteenth-century Ha†haprad⁄pikå. In fact, one of its opening verses 
confirms that there were numerous conflicting views on how to achieve 
Råjayoga at the time it was written: 
bhråntyå bahumatadhvånte råjayogam ajånatåm| 
ha†haprad⁄pikåμ dhatte svåtmåråmaª k®påkaraª\ 
The compassionate Svåtmåråma has composed [this work called] the 
“Light on Ha†hayoga” for people ignorant of Råjayoga because they 
are lost in the darkness of many [different] opinions [on it] (Ha†ha-
prad⁄pikå 1.3). 
Svåtmåråma solved the problem of conflicting views by amalgamating 
many different Yoga systems into one method which he called Ha†hayoga. 
He then promoted Ha†hayoga as indispensable for Råjayoga in terms 
almost identical to those of Svåm⁄ Çivånanda cited above: 
ha†haμ vinå råjayogo råjayogaμ vinå ha†haª| 
na sidhyati tato yugmam å ni‚patteª samabhyaset\ 
Without Ha†ha, Råjayoga does not succeed, and without Råja, nor does 
Ha†hayoga. Therefore, the [yogin] should practice both until the [fourth 
and final stage of Yoga called] Ni‚patti [is attained] (Ha†haprad⁄pikå 
2.76 = Çivasaμhitå 5.222). 
Svåtmåråma used the assortment of various meditation techniques asso-
ciated with Råjayoga in earlier Yoga texts to compile the Ha†haprad⁄pikå’s 
fourth chapter on samådhi.39 This chapter is perhaps the most concise 
and complete digest on Råjayoga in a medieval Yoga text. It focuses on 
Çåmbhav⁄ and Khecar⁄ mudrås and Nådånusandhåna (that is, fusion of 
the mind with the internal sound) for the attainment of Råjayoga. The 
Ha†haprad⁄pikå and its source texts confirm a consensus on the meaning 
of Råjayoga as samådhi, but there is no such consensus on the means for 
achieving it, nor the mechanisms (that is, piercing of Cakras or knots, 
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and so on) by which it is achieved. 
Influence of the Påtañjalayogaçåstra and the Bhagavadg⁄tå on  
Early Ha†hayoga and Råjayoga 
One might wonder whether Påtañjalayoga influenced the Ha†haprad⁄pikå 
and those of its source texts which teach Råjayoga. In my opinion, Patañ-
jali’s influence was marginal at most, for none of these texts incorporate 
the puru‚a-prak®ti metaphysics nor the various levels of samådhi seen in 
his Yogaçåstra. Furthermore, A‚†å gayoga is rare in these texts, and in 
the one case where it was incorporated (that is, Dattåtreyayogaçåstra 27–
130), the auxiliaries are described in terms different to those of Påtañjala-
yoga.40 Indeed, the Råjayoga of medieval texts is the stone-like samådhi 
of ascetic traditions which predate the Yogaçåstra (see Bronkhorst 1993: 
20–28). The definition of Yoga in Yogas¨tra 1.2 (yogaç cittav®ttinirodhaª) 
encapsulates the simplicity of this ascetic practice which is obscured by 
the complexities of other s¨tras. A similar definition of Råjayoga is found 
in Amaraughaprabodha 4d (yaç cittav®ttirahitaª sa tu råjayogaª) which 
might be seen as a rare salute to the Yogaçåstra, yet the absence of any 
further terminology, theory, or practice of Påtañjalayoga in the Amaraugha-
prabodha merely accentuates the remoteness of the Yogaçåstra from this 
Råjayoga. The compound cittav®ttinirodha also occurs in the Amanaska 
(1.53) in a description of the supernatural power (siddhi) of knowing 
smells from afar. Such occurrences of cittav®ttinirodha confirm that it 
had become somewhat of a cliché by the fifteenth century41 and it is 
likely that it was used simply as another expression for samådhi in texts 
such as the Amaraughaprabodha and the Amanaska. 
As in the case of the Yogas¨tra, it appears that the Bhagavadg⁄tå had 
little influence on the Ha†haprad⁄pikå and its sources. Though the Ha†ha-
prad⁄pikå contains verses which can be traced back to various texts such 
as the Mok‚opåya and Kaulajñånanir~aya, there is not one from the 
Bhagavadg⁄tå.42 The same is true for the Amanaska, so it is unlikely that 
its adaptation of the term “råjayoga” was inspired by råjavidyå (that is, 
“the king’s knowledge”) which is mentioned in Bhagavadg⁄tå 9.2.  
Råjayoga After the Fifteenth Century 
After the time of the Ha†haprad⁄pikå, further variations on Råjayoga 
emerged in Ha†hayoga texts such as the seventeenth-century Ha†ha-
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ratnåval⁄ which defined a råjayogin as one who could retain his semen.43 
Also, the long recension of the Yogaçikhopani‚at incorporated much of 
the Yogab⁄ja and added several verses to the latter’s brief explanation of 
Råjayoga.44 Thus, in the Yogaçikhopani‚at, Råjayoga is defined as the 
union of menstrual blood (rajas) and semen (retas).45 Christian Bouy 
(1994: 106) estimated that this Upani‚ad was redacted in the first half of 
the eighteenth century, but in a table of parallel verses between the Yoga-
çikhopani‚at and the Yogab⁄ja, he (104) reports that this verse is in the 
Yogasiddhåm®ta, which appears to be a South Indian transmission of the 
Yogab⁄ja.46 I have yet to find a quotation attributed to a Yogasiddhåm®ta 
in any medieval text, and it is conspicuously absent from Yoga compen-
diums such as Çivånandasarasvat⁄’s Yogacintåma~i, the Upåsanåsåra-
sa graha and the Yogasårasa graha, the first two of which quote the 
Yogab⁄ja. Therefore, the Yogasiddhåm®ta may well be a late South Indian 
redaction of the Yogab⁄ja, and since the Yogaçikhopani‚at is also a late 
work, it is probable that the definition of Råjayoga as the union of sexual 
fluids arose after the time of the Ha†haprad⁄pikå.47 This is further con-
firmed by two eighteenth-century works, Jayataråma’s Jogaprad⁄pyakå 
and Sundardås’ Sarvå gayogaprad⁄pikå, which state that Råjayoga arises 
from the practice of Vajrol⁄ Mudrå.48 
By the eighteenth century many diverse practices were associated with 
Råjayoga by writers of various traditions. For example, Råjayoga is the 
sensual rapture (råsal⁄lå) of the cult of the Goddess Tripurasundar⁄ 
(Çr⁄vidyå) in Mi††huçukla’s Haμsavilåsa (Vasudeva 2012: 242–43), and 
in Narahari’s Vedåntic compendium called the Bodhasåra, it is the fourteen 
stages of Yoga (yogabh¨mikå) taught in the Yogavåsi‚†ha (Cover 2012: 
1–2).49 Seeing that the Yogavåsi‚†ha, which is a rewriting of the earlier 
Mok‚opåya, provides a doctrine of liberation for kings (Hanneder 2009: 
65), it is surprising that the term “råjayoga” did not appear in this text. In 
fact, my research has revealed only two texts which contain the gloss of 
Råjayoga as “the Yoga fit for kings.” Both are eighteenth-century Vedåntic 
works, namely, the Råjayogabhå‚ya50 and Divåkara’s commentary to the 
Bodhasåra.51 
The association of Råjayoga with the Yogavåsi‚†ha was made by the 
sixteenth-century Vijñånabhik‚u, who, in his Så khyasåra, overlaid Ha†ha-
yoga and Råjayoga onto a division between Yoga and gnosis in the Yoga-
våsi‚†ha.52 In a sense, Vijñånabhik‚u was following the preference of 
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earlier Advaitavedåntins for citing the Yogavåsi‚†ha in contexts of Yoga, 
the most conspicuous example being the fourteenth-century Vidyåra~ya 
in his J⁄vanmuktiviveka. Like Vijñånabhik‚u, the eighteenth-century 
Ånandabodhendrasarasvat⁄ also distinguished between Råjayoga and 
Ha†hayoga in his commentary on the Yogavåsi‚†ha, but his distinction 
was not based exclusively on Yoga and gnosis, but on those Yoga tech-
niques which are taught in the Yogavåsi‚†ha (designated as Råjayoga) 
as opposed to those which are forceful and are not taught in scripture 
(Ha†hayoga).53 
However, Råjayoga’s association with the Yogavåsi‚†ha was not the 
predominant one of the eighteenth century, because at that time, there 
were further formulations of a three-fold54 and six-fold Råjayoga, the 
latter of which attempted to bring together Çåmbhav⁄, Bhråmar⁄, Khecar⁄, 
and Yoni mudrås as well as devotion (bhaktiyoga) and trance.55 Further-
more, unpublished manuscripts of Råjayoga texts in several libraries of 
Tamilnadu indicate a revival of Råjayoga in South India in perhaps the 
eighteenth century or later. These include the Råjayogasiddhåntarahasya,56 
the Råjayogåm®ta,57 the Råjayogasåra,58 and Agastya’s Råjayoga.59 The 
Råjayogåm®ta is almost identical to the Råjayogasiddhåntarahasya, and 
the colophons of the former confirm its connection to the latter.60 The 
Råjayogasåra has verses in common with the Råjayogasiddhåntarahasya 
and Råjayogåm®ta,61 and these three texts are couched in the terminology 
and style of the Çaivågamas. They take the form of a dialogue between 
Çiva and the goddess and teach a series of visualization practices involving 
piercing the knots (granthi), seeing an internal light (jyotis), hearing an 
internal sound (nåda) and fusing the mind with it, and raising Ku~ alin⁄. 
Unlike the Amanaska, these texts are not polemical, but integrate other 
Yogas such as Ha†ha, Så khya, and Laya.62 Indeed, the Råjayogasiddhånta-
rahasya (ms. R635, pages 5–6) gives an extensive description of Layayoga 
as the process of fusing the mind in ten sounds. Spontaneous retention 
(kevalakumbhaka) is mentioned in several passages on Råjayoga, but the 
practice of prå~åyåma is omitted. Råjayoga is defined variously, including 
the visualization of that which is endowed with nåda, bindu, and kalå 
within one’s own internal light;63 the fusion of the mind in an internal 
sound;64 and seeing a light in the internal sound.65 
Agastya’s Råjayoga differs from the above three in its content, termi-
nology, and religious orientation which is Vai‚~avism. It could well be 
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part of a larger work because it begins with: “Now, the chapter on Yoga” 
(atha yogådhyåyaª; ms. 4374, folio 1r). It consists of six sections (upadeça) 
in which a series of visualization practices are taught involving medita-
tion on the five gross elements (tattva), the manipulation of the breath, 
the repetition of oμ (pra~ava), visualizing Vi‚~u, K®‚~a, Ga gå, Yamunå 
and Sarasvat⁄, and fixing (nyåsa) mantras in the body. There is very little 
mention of samådhi, yet the text begins with the lord’s declaration: “I 
shall speak about Råjayoga….”66All four of these South Indian texts on 
Råjayoga appear to be late works, because, as far as I am aware, they have 
not been cited in other texts and are conspicuously absent in compendiums 
such as the Yogacintåma~i, Yogasårasa graha, and Sundardeva’s Ha†ha-
tattvakaumud⁄.67 Unfortunately, none of the catalogs report a date of 
completion for any manuscript of these Råjayoga texts. 
Råjayoga and Ha†hayoga in Påtañjalayoga 
The earliest occurrence of the term “råjayoga” in a commentary on the 
Yogas¨tra may be Vijñånabhik‚u’s Yogasårasa graha which is generally 
ascribed to the second half of the sixteenth century. It is reasonably clear 
that Vijñånabhik‚u understood Råjayoga as samådhi, which was its pre-
dominant meaning before the sixteenth century. He does mention Råja-
yoga in relation to Ha†hayoga, but only to direct the reader to Ha†hayoga 
texts for instruction on åsana because his concern was with the topic of 
samådhi.68 Had he understood Råjayoga to be Påtañjalayoga as a whole, 
one would expect to see the term “råjayoga” in a much more prominent 
place in his commentary. Nonetheless, his comment confirms that he 
preferred not to mix Påtañjala and Ha†hayoga, though he saw the oppor-
tunity to do so.  
Such an opportunity was taken by the seventeenth-century Nåråya~a-
t⁄rtha. In his commentary on the Yogas¨tra called the Yogasiddhånta-
candrikå, he integrated various medieval Yoga systems into A‚†å gayoga. 
As Ko Endo (1998: 34) has noted, Nåråya~at⁄rtha listed the following 
fifteen Yogas in his introduction to Yogas¨tra 1.1: Kriyåyoga, Caryåyoga, 
Karmayoga, Ha†hayoga, Mantrayoga, Jñånayoga, Advaitayoga, Lak‚ya-
yoga, Brahmayoga, Çivayoga, Siddhiyoga, Våsanåyoga, Layayoga, 
Dhyånayoga, and Premabhaktiyoga. In his commentary on Yogas¨tra 
1.34, he equates Ha†hayoga with prå~åyåma,69 and on Yogas¨tra 1.20, 
Råjayoga with asamprajñåtasamådhi.70 Since asamprajñåtasamådhi is 
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the highest level of samådhi in Påtañjalayoga, it is clear that Nåråya~a-
t⁄rtha placed Råjayoga as the goal to be achieved by the other Yogas, as 
was the case in the standard medieval tetrad of Mantrayoga, Layayoga, 
Ha†hayoga, and Råjayoga. And he was certainly aware of the metaphor 
of the Self as the king: 
tad uktaμ sm®tau—samådhis tatra nirb⁄jo råjayogaª prak⁄rtitaª| 
d⁄pavad råjate yasmåd åtmå saccinmayaª prabhur iti| 
It has been said in the tradition: “here, seedless samådhi is declared to 
be Råjayoga because the lord, the Self, which is identical with pure 
consciousness, shines like a lamp” (Yogasiddhåntacandrikå 1.20). 
Råjayoga Atop Fifteen Medieval Yogas 
Nåråya~at⁄rtha’s Yogasiddhåntacandrikå may be the earliest work to 
overtly integrate Ha†hayoga into a commentary on the Yogas¨tra. However, 
it was not the only one to form a hierarchy of fifteen medieval Yoga 
systems under Råjayoga. For, an almost identical list of Yogas is found 
in Råmacandraparamahaμsa’s Tattvabinduyoga which was probably 
written in the seventeenth or early eighteenth century.71 This text also 
goes by the names of Tattvayogabindu, Yogabindu and Råjayoga,72 and 
it shares significant parallel passages to a text called the Yogasvarodaya 
which is cited at length in the Prå~ato‚i~⁄ of Råmato‚a~a Vidyålaμkåra 
who lived in Bengal in the early nineteenth century.73 In fact, the parallels 
between the Tattvabinduyoga and the Yogasvarodaya are so extensive 
that one of these texts must have been based on the other. 
Råmacandra’s list of Yogas is identical to Nåråya~at⁄rtha’s with the 
exception that the former omits the latter’s Premabhaktiyoga. There appear 
to be no parallels between these two works other than the names of the 
various Yogas. This is largely because Nåråya~at⁄rtha’s explanations are 
governed by the Yogas¨tra on which he was commenting, whereas Råma-
candra’s work is based on other Yoga traditions prevalent during his time. 
For example, as noted above, Nåråya~at⁄rtha equates Ha†hayoga with 
prå~åyåma, but Råmacandra describes two varieties of Ha†hayoga which 
involve practices such as the ‚a†karma (that is, dhauti, nauli, and so on) 
and visualization techniques.74 Nåråya~at⁄rtha’s definition of Kriyåyoga 
follows Yogas¨tra 2.1 as ascetic observances, recitation of scripture, and 
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contemplation of Ûçvara (tapaªsvådhyåyeçvarapra~idhånåni kriyåyogaª), 
whereas Råmacandra defines it as cultivating patience, discriminative 
judgment, detachment, peacefulness, and contentment.75 Moreover, in 
the Tattvayogabindu, Råjayoga is not defined by the Yogas¨tra’s termi-
nology of asamprajñåtasamådhi or nirb⁄jasamådhi, but by the ni‚kala 
terminology of earlier theistic traditions.76 
Many of the above Yogas in the Yogasiddhåntacandrikå and Tattva-
binduyoga are also found in the Sarvå gayogaprad⁄pikå,77 a Braj-bhå‚å 
work written by Sundardås who lived in the seventeenth century and was 
associated with the Dådupanth⁄s in Ghå†rå (Thiel-Horstmann 1983: 13). 
The four chapters (upadeç) of this work teach three tetrads of Yogas: the 
first, Bhaktiyog, Mantrayog, Layayog, and Carcåyog; the second, Ha†ha-
yog, Råjayog, Lak‚ayog, and A‚ta gayog; and the third, Så khyayog, 
Jñånayog, Brahmayog, and Advaitayog. He, too, saw Råjayoga as the 
best Yoga of all these Yogas, and, playing on the root meaning of råj,78 
he wrote that one who practices it, “shines” for a long time.79 Sundardås’ 
description of the råjayogin is quite typical of that of a yogin in samådhi.80 
Concluding Observations on the History of Råjayoga 
The following conclusions can be made about Råjayoga from the Sanskrit 
sources mentioned above. First, the second chapter of the Amanaska is 
the earliest extant evidence for the definition of the term “råjayoga” in a 
Yoga text. Second, the absence of råjayoga in earlier Tantras, and particu-
larly in the Mok‚opåya, in which one would expect to find it, suggests that 
the term was not used in connection with Yoga before the tenth century. 
And finally, it is clear that with the exception of the Aparok‚ånubh¨ti, 
the chief denotative meaning of Råjayoga in Yoga texts written before 
the fifteenth century was samådhi and its use in relation to sexual fluids, 
sexual practices such as Vajrol⁄ Mudrå, the Yoga of the Yogavåsi‚†ha and 
Påtañjalayoga occur after this time. However, the connotative meaning 
of Råjayoga as the “best Yoga” is always implied when the term is used 
in medieval and modern texts. In the early Ha†hayoga and Råjayoga tradi-
tions, Råjayoga’s superiority was implicit in the necessity of samådhi for 
attaining liberation while alive (j⁄vanmukti). After the fifteenth-century 
Ha†haprad⁄pikå, various other traditions including modern writers such 
as Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda adopted the name as an emblematic term for the 
superiority of their innovative reinterpretations of Yoga.  
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Three Entwined Traditions 
In Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda’s Raja Yoga, three traditions which have a history 
of their own converge: Råjayoga, A‚†å gayoga, and Påtañjalayoga. The 
last two are generally identified as one tradition, but A‚†å gayoga has had 
a life of its own81 and was adopted and reinterpreted by various Çaiva and 
Vai‚~ava traditions as well as by the great Jain scholar, Hemacandra.82 
Their interpretations are devoid of the metaphysics and terminology which 
characterize Påtañjalayoga. The tradition of Påtañjalayoga is a complex one 
from the time of its inception, owing to the close relation of the Yogaçåstra 
to Så khya as well as the fact that its later commentators (for example, 
Våcaspatimiçra, Ça kara, Vijñånabhik‚u, and so on) have identified them-
selves with other traditions. As Gerard James Larson (2009: 487–88) has 
pointed out, the Påtañjalayogaçåstra resembles a “common tradition” 
(samånatantra) which has remained outside any sectarian affiliation even 
though Çaivas and Vai‚~avas have consulted it. Also, the Yogabhå‚ya 
appears to have been the preferred reference text on Yoga for the more 
scholarly commentator, and its influence on the early traditions of Ha†ha-
yoga and Råjayoga was at most marginal, as evinced by their Sanskrit 
texts such as the Amanaska and the Ha†haprad⁄pikå.  
The success of any Indian Yoga text depends on whether it adds some-
thing new to past teachings, while also maintaining the eternal guise of 
the tradition which, in the case of medieval Yoga, emanated from a divine 
and timeless source. By using the Yogas¨tra to sanction his eclectic views 
and innovations, Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda would have satisfied his public’s 
thirst, whether Theosophist or otherwise, for seemingly ancient teachings. 
The Yogas¨tra’s aphoristic style and common tradition must have made 
it an attractive authoritative source to Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda. Yet, one might 
wonder whether he would have deferred to the Yogas¨tra had it not con-
tained A‚†å gayoga, because he and other modern gurus have relied on 
A‚†å gayoga to give their own views a comprehensive structure and vital 
pertinence to the most salient practices and theories of Yoga. This is also 
evident in earlier Sanskrit works. For example, in the Bhågavatapurå~a 
(3.28), A‚†å gayoga serves to introduce a long description of a visualiza-
tion practice on Vi‚~u, within the framework of other auxiliaries such as 
åsana for sitting upright and prå~åyåma for purifying the mind, which 
would have satisfied and, perhaps, attracted Vai‚~ava devotees with an 
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interest in Yoga. Moreover, by including A‚†å gayoga, the Bhågavata 
faith was distinguishing its Yoga from Çaivism’s Ía a gayoga while also 
ensuring that it covered the essential auxiliaries of Yoga.83 
A Sanskrit work would only be preserved if it was of value to someone, 
because scribes required payment for copying it. The extra-textual context 
for the transmission of Yoga texts is often assumed to be a living tradition 
of a lineage of gurus who combine the texts with oral teachings. Medieval 
Yoga texts repeatedly state that a guru is indispensable for success in 
Yoga. The Yogas¨tra may well be an exception here, for it has endured 
on a scholarly plane as evinced by the erudition of its later commentaries 
such as Våcaspatimiçra’s Tattvavaiçårad⁄ and compilations such as 
Çivånandasarasvat⁄’s Yogacintåma~i. Though the Yogas¨tra may have 
inspired learned Yoga practitioners of past centuries, it has survived in 
literature without an apparent lineage of gurus. The text’s value to pa~ itas 
would have greatly contributed to the survival of its manuscript tradition, 
and more recently, Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda’s Raja Yoga ensured the survival 
and prominence of the Yogas¨tra in the twentieth century. Though Svåm⁄ 
Vivekånanda was intent on “transmitting” philosophical ideas which were 
not in Påtañjalayoga, later works on Råjayoga such as those by Svåm⁄ 
Çivånanda and Svåm⁄ Råma have more closely followed the content of 
the Yogas¨tra, and the subsequent interest in Påtañjalayoga, particularly 
outside India, has prompted practitioners and scholars to make historical 
and philological investigations into the textual tradition. The Ha†hayoga 
texts appear to have played the same role in the development of modern 
Yoga. Like Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda’s Raja Yoga, translations and commen-
taries of Ha†ha texts have been written by prominent Yoga gurus who 
used them to sanction their innovations as well as to provide the structure 
and terminology of physical practices. This is evinced by the inclusion of 
Ha†hayoga’s auxiliaries (that is, ‚a†karma, prå~åyåma, mudrå-bandha, 
and so on) in most systems of modern Yoga. 
Final Remarks 
The ever-present connotative meaning of Råjayoga as the superior Yoga 
has ensured its survival as a name for a type of Yoga. Apart from the 
examples cited in Sanskrit sources above, the scope for word play based 
on this compound is evident even in recent times, such as in the publica-
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tions of the Brahma Kumaris:  
Raja Yoga implies that those practicing it behave in a royal manner…. 
They become “carefree kings” unaffected by the sharp contrasts of 
sorrow and joy, gain and loss, success and failure, praise and defama-
tion. Their royalty and wisdom do not permit them to violate the laws 
of nature…” (1996: 128). 
Ernest Wood surmised that, “The adjective råja means ‘kingly’ because 
the man becomes king or master of his own faculties…” (1954: 9). And 
in trying to explain Råjayoga’s association with Påtañjalayoga, Georg 
Feuerstein suggested that, “It could refer to the fact that Patanjali’s Yoga 
was practiced by kings, notably the tenth-century King Bhoja…” (2001: 
29). 
The history of the term reveals that it outlived the traditions which carried 
it to prominence in earlier centuries. Its survival points to the continuing 
importance of samådhi in Indian Yoga traditions as well as the constant 
competition between these traditions which have vied with one another 
in claiming to teach the “best Yoga.” As a foil for Ha†hayoga, it represents 
the mental, meditative, advanced, and purely soteriological Yoga tech-
niques as opposed to the physical, preparatory, and Siddhi-orientated 
ones. The fault-line between Ha†hayoga and Råjayoga is an offshoot of 
the more ancient tension between ritual and gnosis in Indian religions. 
The efficacy and effortlessness of Råjayoga as opposed to the gradual 
progress and effort required for Ha†hayoga is still advocated today for 
the same reasons. 
Notes 
1. I wish to thank Jacqueline Hargreaves, Elizabeth De Michelis, James
Mallinson, Gavin Flood, Jürgen Hanneder, Giles Hooper, Zoe Slatoff, 
Jennifer Cover, and David Gordon White for reading an early draft of 
this paper and for their many helpful comments; thanks are also due to 
Andrea Acri for his editing and Mark Singleton for providing me with a 
copy of manuscript PM1428 of the Råjayogasåra. All quotations and 
references to the Ha†haprad⁄pikå in this paper are from the 1998 Kaivalya-
dhama edition unless otherwise stated. 
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The following abbreviations are used: ms. is “manuscript,” mss. “manu-
scripts,” and ed. “edition.” The notation for conjectures, emendations, or 
corrections to the cited Sanskrit is as follows: devadatta ] conjecture : 
devadattå ed. : devadattam ms. 123. This means that I have conjectured 
“devadatta,” whereas the edition has the reading “devadattå,” and the 
manuscript, numbered 123, has “devadattam.” 
2. The source of the Theosophists’ conflation of Råjayoga with Påtañjala-
yoga is not clear. There is a reference to Råjayoga as consisting of “eight 
stages” in Paul’s A Treatise on the Yoga Philosophy (1882: 28) which was 
first published in 1851. The eight stages are the auxiliaries of A‚†å ga-
yoga, though Paul does not mention Patañjali, A‚†å gayoga, or the Yoga-
s¨tra. He simply says: “Yoga is chiefly divided into Raja Yoga and Hatha 
Yoga” (28). Paul and his book were known to Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, 
one of the founders of the Theosophical Society, who in her memoirs 
mentioned Paul and his informant, Captain Seymour, a British officer who 
went “native” and became a yogin (Neff 2003: 94). Also, the Theosophical 
society published Paul’s book in 1888 (Singleton 2010: 52), so it is clear 
that the Theosophists were influenced by it. There are earlier references 
to råjayogins by Westerners such as the French physician, François 
Bernier (1620–88), and the English missionary, William Ward (1769–
1823) (for a discussion of their comments on Råjayoga, see Schreiner 
2013: 764), but they do not associate råjayogins with Påtañjalayoga. 
Indeed, Ward (1818: 349) mentions that Råjayoga derived from the 
Yogavåsi‚†ha. I wish to thank David Gordon White for the reference in 
Paul’s book. 
3. Only a few examples of popular publications on Yoga can be given 
here: Svåm⁄ Akhilånanda, Hindu Psychology: Its Meaning for the West 
(1948); Wood, Great Systems of Yoga (1954); Svåm⁄ Satyånanda Sarasvat⁄, 
Asana Pranayama Mudra Bandha (1969); Svåm⁄ Råma, The Royal Path: 
Practical Lessons on Yoga (1979); Iyengar, Light on Yoga (1979); and 
Svåm⁄ Çivånanda, Raja Yoga (2010 [1937]). Examples of scholarly accounts 
are: Frauwallner 1973: 225; Daniélou 1991: 91; and Feuerstein 2001: 28–
29. Feuerstein posits that the association between Råjayoga and Påtañjala-
yoga predates the Theosophists and Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda, and his sixteenth-
century estimate appears to coincide with the occurrence of the term 
“råjayoga” in Vijñånabhik‚u’s commentary on the Påtañjalayogaçåstra; 
“[Råjayoga is] a comparatively late coinage that came in vogue in the
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sixteenth century C.E. It refers specifically to the Yoga system of Patan-
jali…and is most commonly used to distinguish Patanjali’s eightfold path 
of meditative introversion from Hatha-Yoga…” (2001: 28). The problem 
with this view is that the term “råjayoga” in late Påtañjala commentar-
ies such as Vijñånabhik‚u’s Yogasårasa graha means samådhi and not 
Påtañjalayoga per se. For further details, see Birch (2011: 543n119). 
4. In this paper, the term “modern Yoga” does not refer to a typology
of Yoga, but more generally to Yoga taught and practiced in the twentieth 
century. 
5. The term “råjayoga” is found in the Yavanajåtaka, which predates
the seventh century (Mak 2013: 17–18), and in his B®hajjåtaka, the sixth-
century Varåhamihira has forty-four Råjayogas in addition to Yavana’s 
thirty-two. I wish to thank Christopher Minkowski for drawing my atten-
tion to these Sanskrit works. 
6. Bhavadeva wrote the Yuktabhavadeva which has been dated to 1623
CE by M. L. Gharote (Gharote and Jha 2002: xvi) on the basis of a manu-
script colophon. 
7. Çivånandasarasvat⁄’s guru was Råmacandrasadånandasarasvat⁄. The
Yogacintåma~i can be dated on the basis of two of its oldest manuscripts 
both completed in 1630 CE (for the first, see Bouy 1994: 77n333, and 
the second, Kaivalyadhama 2005: 226–27) and the fact that it borrowed 
from an earlier work of the same name written by Godåvaramiçra, dated 
by Gode (1953: 475) to the time of the monarch of Gajapati, Pratåpa-
rudradeva, who ruled in Orissa between 1497 and 1539 CE. 
8. Yogacintåma~i, ms. 9785 (based on R635), page 257, line 14 (çloka-
sa khyå 3423). This is a scribal comment that follows the final colophon. 
9. As it is apparent from the introductory eulogy found in the Yogacintå-
ma~i, page 2: çr⁄vyåsaμ yatiça karaμ bhavaguruμ çr⁄råmacandraμ 
guruμ såndrånandapadåmbujaμ ca sakalån natvå hi yog⁄çvarån| nånå-
granthapayodhimadhyapatitaμ çr⁄yogacintåma~iμ niªçe‚årthasamartha-
kaμ yatiçivånandaª karoti sphu†am. 
10. Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda teaches none of the postures specific to Ha†ha-
yoga, nor does he mention the bandhas or individual prå~åyåmas such as 
Bhastrikå which are distinct to Ha†hayoga. Though Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda 
used terminology such as ⁄ å, pi galå, su‚umnå, ku~ alin⁄, and the six 
Cakra system which is redolent of earlier Ha†hayoga texts (for example, 
the Vivekamårta~ a and the Çivasaμhitå), such terminology is also present 
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in chapters on prå~åyåma in late Tantric texts (for example, chapter 25 
of the Rudrayåmalottaratantra), various Purå~as (for example, the first 
part of the B®hannårad⁄yapurå~a, chapter 33), and alchemical/Åyurvedic 
texts (for example, the first part of the Ånandakanda, chapter 20). By the 
late nineteenth century these terms were probably widely known in India. 
They were certainly known to nineteenth-century Theosophists through 
the Yoga Upani‚ads. For example, the Yogac¨ åma~i, Dhyånabindu, and 
Garbhopani‚at were translated by members of the Kumbakonam Theoso-
phical Society and published in 1891 (see The Theosophist 12, 2 [May 
1891 to September 1891]). 
11. On the distinction between postural practice and meditation in 
modern Yoga, see De Michelis (2004: 8). 
12. Svåm⁄ Vivekånanda advocated that willpower alone was enough to 
keep the body strong: “There is not one muscle in the body over which a 
man cannot establish a perfect control; the heart can be made to stop or 
go on at his bidding, and, in the same way, each part of the organism can 
be made to work at his bidding” (2003: 17). For further citations on this, 
see De Michelis (2004: 160). 
13. In a glossary, Svåm⁄ Råma defines Råjayoga as follows: “[It is the] 
‘Royal path.’ Raja Yoga is the classical system of yoga philosophy and 
practice codified by the sage Patanjali in the Yoga Sutra. It is also known 
as the eight-limbed (ashtanga) yoga because it is divided into eight steps, 
some of which were elaborated into separate, specialized areas of disci-
pline. Hatha yoga, for instance, is the science of psychophysical culture 
which developed out of the third limb, asana, or posture. Raja yoga is also 
used to signify the last four limbs taken together; pratyahara,…dharana,… 
dhyana,…and samadhi…” (1998: 131). 
14. The introduction of Ram Chandra’s Sahaj Marg Philosophy states: 
“[Ram Chandra] introduced an improved system of Raja Yoga which 
later came to be known as ‘Sahaj Marg’ ” (2009: 292). It appears that the 
reason for the change of name was to avoid confusion between Patañjali’s 
Råjayoga and Ram Chandra’s Råjayoga. In his book called the Efficacy 
of Raja Yoga, Ram Chandra reveals the reason behind the simplicity of 
his Råjayoga: “The difficult methods, so far applied for attaining this 
simple thing [that is, the Sahaj Marg], have really made it complicated 
and intricate….Suppose a needle falls on the ground and you want to 
pick it up. It will be very easy to do so with the help of your fingers. If 
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however a crane…or some other complicated machinery is used for pick-
ing up the needle, it will be difficult to do so, and it is quite possible you 
may fail in your attempt. Exactly the same thing happens when you think 
of difficult and complicated methods for attaining the Reality which is 
very simple” (2009: 169–70). 
15. Ram Chandra states: “Under Sahaj Marg system of training we
start from dhyan, the seventh step of Patanjali Yoga, fixing our mind on 
one point in order to practice meditation….The practice followed in our 
Mission is meditation on the heart. The same method has been recom-
mended by Patanjali” (2009: 331). More recent writings of the Sahaj Marg 
movement state that the first six auxiliaries of A‚†å gayoga have been 
omitted in order to suit the lifestyle of a modern householder. In an online 
document entitled the Basics of Sahaj Marg, Durai states: “Sahaj Marg 
is the ancient raja yoga modified and simplified to suit the lifestyles of 
modern human beings, particularly the grihastha (householder). Here an 
aspirant is inducted into meditation directly, bypassing the preliminary 
stages mentioned above.” These preliminary stages are those of A‚†å ga-
yoga (that is, yama, niyama, åsana, and so on) which Durai had listed in 
a previous paragraph. 
16. I wish to thank Suzanne Newcombe for pointing this out to me
(personal communication, March 18, 2013). 
17. This definition of Råjayoga is confirmed by their official website:
“What is Raja Yoga? Raja (King)–Yoga (Communication). Raja Yoga 
is communication between the self and the Higher Being (God).” See: 
http://www.bkwsu.org/srilanka/us/massachusetts/typeb.2009-07-23.5593 
975822/typec.2009-07-23.9585163482 (accessed December 10, 2013). 
18. “…Patanjali nowhere states that the object of yoga is to forge a
mental link with this Supreme soul. He merely uses yoga to concentrate 
and control the various modifications of the mind” (Brahma Kumaris 1996: 
129). 
19. Elsewhere in the text (Brahma Kumaris 1996: 21), Råjayoga is
referred to as the “Highest Yoga,” which appears to derive from the “King 
of Yogas” definition. 
20. http://www.bkwsu.org/srilanka/us/massachusetts/typeb.2009-07-23.5
593975822/typec.2009-07-23.9585163482 (accessed December 10, 2013). 
21. This date is established on the likelihood that Hemacandra, the great
Çvetåmbara Jain scholar, based most of the twelfth chapter of his Yoga-
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çåstra on the second chapter of the Amanaska. The parallels have been 
identified by Muni Jambuvijaya in his edition of the Yogaçåstra. 
22. See, respectively, Amanaska 2.3cd (råjatvåt yyogånåμ råjayoga iti 
sm®taª) and 2.4 (råjånaμ d⁄pyamånaμ taμ paramåtmånam avyayam| 
dehinaμ pråpayed yas tu råjayogaª sa ucyate). 
23. I am inferring that Layayoga was rejected by the Amanaska because 
the latter rejects the raising of Ku~ alin⁄ (2.14), gazing points (d®‚†i) (2.37), 
and meditation techniques in general (2.33; see below) as methods for 
inducing the no-mind state. There are many systems of Layayoga (so-
called because they “dissolve the mind”), but most are based on either 
fusing the mind in an internal sound (nådånusandhåna), piercing Cakras 
with Ku~ alin⁄ or the use of gazing points. The first is mentioned in the 
Çivasaμhitå (5.44), described at length in the Ha†haprad⁄pikå (4.65–
4.103), and named Layayoga in other texts such as the Çivayogad⁄pikå 
(1.6) and the Ha†hatattvakaumud⁄ (54.1); the second is in the Çår gadhara-
paddhati (4350–4363); and third is prevalent among the simple, esoteric 
techniques (sa keta) of Layayoga described in the Dattåtrayayogaçåstra 
(15–26). 
24. The term “kara~a” in Amanaska 2.42b probably refers to Ha†hayogic 
mudrås such as Vipar⁄takara~⁄. 
25. Amanaska 2.53: “And [the yogin] who is made content by bliss, 
becomes devoted to constant practice. When the practice has become 
ever steady, there is no prescribed method and no step by step progress” 
(ånandena ca santu‚†aª sadåbhyåsarato bhavet| sadåbhyåse sthir⁄bh¨te 
na vidhir naiva ca kramaª). Ía a gayoga is rejected in 2.29. 
26. The Amanaska’s preferred method is summarized by verse 2.26: 
“Always avoid the [Yoga] with components, mind, and effort. Always 
adopt the [Yoga] without components, mind, and effort” (sakalaμ sama-
naskaμ ca såyåsaμ ca sadå tyaja| ni‚kalaμ nirmanaskaμ ca niråyåsaμ 
sadå bhaja). 
27. Note that the causative verb (pråpayet) is used in Amanaska 2.4 
(cited in note 22 above). 
28. For example, in Amanaska 2.32d, the term “råjayoga” could only 
mean the no-mind state in the following compound; “[the state of] Råja-
yoga in which the mind is absent” (vigatanijamanoråjayoga). In later 
Yoga texts, see Ha†haprad⁄pikå 4.3–4 (råjayogaª samådhiç ca…amana-
skaμ…cety ekavåcakåª). 
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29. Dhåtupå†ha 822: “råj, in [the meaning of] shining” (råj® d⁄ptau).
30. Compare Amanaska 2.10 (antarlak‚yaμ bahir d®‚†ir nime‚onme‚a-
varjitå| e‚å hi çåmbhav⁄ mudrå sarvatantre‚u gopitå) with Abhinava-
gupta’s Målin⁄çlokavårttika 2.77cd (parabhairavamudråμ tåm antar-
lak‚[y]abahird®çam); Abhinavagupta’s Tantråloka 5.80 (asaμkocavi-
kåso ’pi tadåbhåsanatas tathå| antarlak‚yo bahird®‚†iª paramaμ padam 
açnute); and K‚emaråja’s Svacchandoddyota on 2.89c (viçålåk‚am iti 
antarlak‚yo bahird®‚†ir n⁄me‚onme‚avarj⁄taª ity åmnåtaparabhairavas-
phåråvasthitam). 
31. For example, Kaulajñånanir~aya 14.83bd: “…My dear, [the yogin]
becomes [motionless] like a piece of wood [or] a clod of earth, when the 
state of no mind of mind arises, O beautiful one” (…kå‚†haval lo‚†avat 
priye| manasya unman⁄bhåvo yadå bhavati sundari\ 83\ 83a ¨rdhvama-
dhyaμ ] ms. NAK 3–362 : ¨rddhamadhyaμ ed.); Ármikaulår~avatantra 
3.72: “Both Rudra and Rudra’s Çakti go to absorption in amanaska. Thus, 
this Kaula [knowledge] has not been taught in the innumerable Bråhma~ical 
and Çaiva scriptures” (rudraç ca rudraçaktiç ca amanaske layaμ gatau| 
tat kaulikam idaμ proktaμ na çåstrågamako†ibhiª\ 72b amanaske ] 
conjecture : amanasthe codex. Apart from the fact that amanasthe is odd 
Sanskrit, my conjecture, amanaske, is supported by the quotation of 3.72ab 
in Jayaratha’s commentary on Tantråloka 3.67). For more information 
on Kaulism and its subitist teachings, see Vasudeva (2004: 444–45). Such 
teachings are also seen in the Vijñånabhairavatantra, a scripture of the 
Trika (Sanderson 1990: 74–76). 
32. Strictly speaking, the terminus a quo of the Aparok‚ånubh¨ti is
Ådiça kara which means that there is a window of at least five centuries 
in which this text may have been composed. However, for reasons I have 
stated previously (Birch 2011: 540), it appears more likely that the Aparo-
k‚ånubh¨ti was composed closer to its terminus ad quem (that is, the 
fourteenth-century Vidyåra~ya’s D⁄pikå) than its terminus a quo. 
33. See Bouy (1994: 112–13) for details on sections of the Aparok‚ånu-
bh¨ti borrowed by several Yoga Upani‚ads. 
34. Dattåtreyayogaçåstra 159cd–160ab: “[The yogin] should practice
[Yoga] by means of all these [techniques of Mantrayoga, Layayoga, and 
Ha†hayoga] which have been taught [in this text]. Because of them (tato), 
Råjayoga arises in due course of time and certainly not otherwise” (etaiª 
sarvais tu kathitair abhyaset kålakålataª| tato bhaved råjayogo nåntarå 
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bhavati dhruvam); and in the Yogab⁄ja (143cd) the hierarchy is made 
clear: “Mantra, Ha†ha, Layayoga are sequentially the stages in Råjayoga” 
(mantro ha†ho layo råjayoge ’ntar bh¨mikåh kramåt| 143d råjayoge 
’ntar bh¨mikåª kramåt ] ms. 8627 : råjayogåntarbh¨mikåª kramåt ed.). 
35. Amaraughaprabodha 52–53ab: “…Then, having pierced Rudra’s 
knot, the breath goes to his throne [in the middle of the yogin’s eyebrows]. 
In the [state of] Ni‚patti, a flute-like sound whose tone [is like that] of a 
resonating lute arises. Then, the mind becomes fused [with that] which is 
called Råjayoga” (rudragranthiμ tato bhitvå çarvap⁄†hagato ’nilaª| ni‚-
pattau vai~avaª çabdaª kva~adv⁄~åkva~o bhavet\ 52\ ek⁄bh¨taμ tadå 
cittaμ råjayogåbhidhånakam| 52b çarvap⁄†ha ] Ha†haprad⁄pikå 4.76 : 
satvap⁄†ha ed.). According to Brahmånanda’s gloss on çarvap⁄†ha, in his 
Jyotsnå (4.76), Rudra’s throne is in the middle of the eyebrows (çarvasye-
çvarasya p⁄†haμ sthånaμ bhr¨madhyaμ…). 
36. Amaraughaprabodha 73cd: “Laya, Mantra, and Ha†ha have been 
taught solely for [the attainment] of Råjayoga” (layamantraha†håª proktåª 
råjayogåya kevalaμ). 
37. Part of the section on Yoga in the Çår gadharapaddhati corresponds 
to an Upani‚ad called the Yogaråjopani‚at. This Upani‚ad consists of 
verses 4347–4363 of the Çår gadharapaddhati. That the Yogaråjopani‚at 
is a late duplication of part of the Çår gadharapaddhati’s Yoga section 
(or perhaps an unknown source text of the Çår gadharapaddhati) is 
evinced by its omission of the latter’s section on Råjayoga, which makes 
it an incomplete account of the Mantrayoga, Layayoga, Ha†hayoga, and 
Råjayoga that it claims to teach in its first verse (Yogaråjopani‚at 1cd = 
Çår gadharapaddhati 4347ab): yogaråjaμ pravak‚yåmi yoginåμ yoga-
siddhaye| mantrayogo layaç caiva råjayogo ha†has tathå. This flaw in 
the Upani‚ad as well as the absence of citations in late Sanskrit compila-
tions on Yoga suggests that it was redacted recently. My comments are 
based on one manuscript of the Yogaråjopani‚at (ms. 46–461 at the Bharat 
Itihas Samshodak Mandal, Pune; the final colophon reads: iti yogaråjo-
pani‚at samåptaª) which has the same number of verses as the printed 
version (manuscript not reported) in the Adyar Library’s Unpublished 
Upanishads (1938: 1–3). 
38. The Çår gadharapaddhati (verses 4364–4371) offers a concise
description of a Råjayoga which was perfected by Dattåtreya and based 
on two methods. The first is piercing the three knots (granthi) by the mind 
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and breath which are raised up the central channel by contracting the 
pelvic floor (that is, m¨labandha). The second is piercing the five Cakras 
with Ku~ alin⁄ which is awakened by creating upward surges of vitality 
(udghåta; on the meaning of this term, see Vasudeva 2004: 405–9). 
Outside Yoga traditions, the view that Råjayoga was achieved through 
visualizing Ku~ alin⁄ is mentioned by the fifteenth-century Råghabha††a 
in his commentary on Çåradåtilakatantra 25.64: …åtmånubhavaikagamya-
ku~ alin⁄cintanar¨paμ råjayogådiprakåram….The Çivasaμhitå omits 
definitions of Mantrayoga, Layayoga, and Ha†hayoga and instead describes 
over a dozen visualization and meditation practices, ranging from gazing 
at one’s shadow in the sun to visualizing Cakras and raising Ku~ alin⁄ 
(see 5.20–5.207). Having identified these as the Råjayoga hidden in all 
the Tantras, a description of a Råjådhiråjayoga, “the Yoga of the supreme 
king of kings,” follows (5.208). This is merely another meditation practice 
of making the mind supportless and free of thought, with a discussion on 
the gnosis that comes from it (5.209–5.221). 
39. Verses from the second chapter of the Amanaska, the Dattåtreya-
yogaçåstra, and the Amaraughaprabodha are found in the fourth chapter 
of the Ha†haprad⁄pikå. Verses of the Yogab⁄ja and Çivasaμhitå are in the 
third chapter. See Bouy (1994: 82); Mallinson, forthcoming. 
40. For general remarks on the terminology of the Dattåtreyayogaçåstra,
see Birch (2011: 548n146). 
41. The first chapter of the Amanaska was probably written later than
the second. Its terminus ad quem is the sixteenth-century Yogacintåma~i 
of Çivånandasarasvat⁄, and the absence of its verses from earlier antholo-
gies such as the Ha†haprad⁄pikå suggests it was written between the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 
42. For the sources of the Ha†haprad⁄pikå, see the appendix in Mallinson,
forthcoming. 
43. Çr⁄nivåsayog⁄’s Ha†haratnåval⁄ 2.104–2.105ab: “If one’s semen is
always stable, longevity increases, [for] semen alone is the cause of birth, 
life, and death. Because [of this], one becomes a råjayogin and certainly 
not otherwise” (åyu‚yaμ vardhate nityaμ yadi binduª sthiro bhavet| 
utpattisthitisaμhåre bindur eko hi kåranam\ tato bhaved råjayog⁄ nåntarå 
bhavati dhruvam). Çr⁄nivåsayog⁄’s willingness to redefine Råjayoga is 
also seen in his rewriting of verse 2.30 from the Ha†haprad⁄pikå in order 
to define Råjayoga as: “The [yogin] who is capable of Kevala Kumbhaka 
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can hold the breath [whenever and as long] as desired. Such is said to be 
Råjayoga, there is no doubt about it” (çaktaª kevalakumbhena yathe‚†aμ 
våyudhåra~am| etåd®ço råjayogo kathito nåtra saμçayaª). Compare 
Ha†haprad⁄pikå 2.74: çaktaª kevalakumbhena yathe‚†aμ våyudhåra~åt| 
råjayogapadaμ cåpi labhate nåtra saμçayaª. 
44. Verse 137 of the Adyar edition of the Yogaçikhopani‚at is not in 
any of the following manuscripts of the Yogab⁄ja which I have consulted: 
ms. 7851 (accession number 4732–17) at the Ganganath Jha Kendriya 
Sanskrit Vidyapeeth, Allahabad; mss. 1854 and 1857 at the Man Singh 
Pustak Prakash, Jodhpur; mss. 2287 (accession number 16329) and 2288 
(accession number 16927) at the Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, 
Jodhpur; ms. 8627 (called the Yogab⁄japrakara~am) at Deccan College 
Library, Pune; and mss. A0939–19 and A0061–12 at the Nepal-German 
Manuscript Preservation Project, Kathmandu National Archives. 
45. Yogaçikhopani‚at 1.137cd: rajaso retaso yogåd råjayoga iti sm®taª. 
The idea of samådhi as the union of menstrual blood and semen may have 
emanated from the belief that the mind is absent at the time of conception 
(that is, when semen and menstrual blood unite). For example, see Sva-
bodhodayamañjar⁄ 6ab: “At the time of fusion of semen and menstrual 
blood, the mind is nowhere [to be found]” (çukraço~itasaμçle‚akåle nåsti 
manaª kvacit| 6a çukraço~ita ] correction : çukra‚o~ita ed.). 
46. Bouy (1994: 105n414) consulted a manuscript of the Yogasiddhåm®ta 
at the Sarasvati Mahal Library in Tanjore. There is one other manuscript 
by this name in the Government Oriental Library, Mysore (Kaivalyadhama 
2005: 334). I am yet to consult either of these manuscripts, but if they are 
the only manuscripts to preserve this text, then it appears that this is a 
South Indian transmission of the Yogab⁄ja. 
47. It has been suggested that the occurrence of råjayoga in a verse 
immediately following a description of the practice of Vajrol⁄ Mudrå in 
the Yogatattvopani‚at (128–129) confirms that Råjayoga was associated 
with a sexual practice, albeit as a mental state (Schreiner 2013: 761). This 
is only true in so far that Råjayoga was associated with Ha†hayoga, for 
the description of Vajrol⁄ Mudrå in the Yogatattvopani‚at is at the end 
of a passage describing the Ha†hayogic mudrås. Following this passage, 
one should read tato bhaved råjayogo in Yogatattvopani‚at 129a as 
“from [all the above practices taught in this text], samådhi arises.” The 
Yogatattvopani‚at is a truncated version of the Dattåtreyayogaçåstra, 
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and unfortunately its redactor omitted the line etaiª sarvais tu kathitair 
abhyaset kålakålataª before 129a which makes it undoubtedly clear that 
all the Yoga practices described above this verse bring about Råjayoga 
(and not just the practice of Vajrol⁄). 
48. See Jogaprad⁄pyakå 551–560, in which Vajrol⁄ is also called V⁄raj
Mudrå, and Sarvå gayogaprad⁄pikå 3.14. I wish to thank James Mallinson 
for these references. 
49. These stages are also in the Mok‚opåya, an earlier, tenth-century
Kashmirian version of the Yogavåsi‚†ha (Hanneder 2009: 64). It seems 
that Narahari’s conception of Råjayoga includes not only the fourteen 
stages of Yoga, but all the sections of the text following it, for his first 
verse (section 14) on Råjayoga says: “Beginning with the division of 
[fourteen] stages up to the completion of the text, Råjayoga is explained 
in this profound [work called the] Bodhasåra” (bh¨mikåbhedam årabhya 
yåvad granthasamåpanam| agådhabodhasåre ’smin råjayogo nir¨pyate). 
The commentator, Divåkara, affirms this by stating: “…up to the comple-
tion of the text means the completion of the text called the Bodhasåra…” 
(…granthasamåpanaμ yåvad granthasya bodhasåråkhyagranthasya 
samåpanam…). This would include thirty-eight further sections of the 
Bodhasåra, and it implies that Råjayoga is the principal teaching of this 
Vedåntic text. I wish to thank Jennifer Cover for providing me with this 
text and commentary. 
50. Råjayogabhå‚ya, page 1: råjayogaª råjña upayukto yogas tathocyate.
This text also glosses Råjayoga as “the king of [all] Yogas” (yogånåμ 
råjeti vå råjayogaª). It has been called a commentary on the Ma~ ala-
bråhma~opani‚at. In fact, in Sastri’s edition (1896), the text is presented 
with the Ma~ alabråhma~opani‚at to illustrate the parallels between the 
two texts. Furthermore, some colophons of the Råjayogabhå‚ya confirm 
that it is “an expanded Yogaçåstra” (for example, ms. 570, 1884–87 at 
BORI, folio 4r, line 10: iti çr⁄çankaråcårya viracitaμ vij®mbhitayoga-
çåstrak®te prathamåçvåsaª). Also see the preface to Sastri’s edition (1896: 
iii) for a similar colophon. If it is a commentary on the Ma~ alabråhma-
~opani‚at, it would post-date the eighteenth century (for the date of the
Ma~ alabråhma~opani‚at, see Bouy 1994: 44). Bouy suggests that the
Ma~ alabråhma~opani‚at may have borrowed from the Råjayogabhå‚ya.
If it did so, then it was a case of a more concise text borrowing from one
full of the sort of prolixities which are to be expected in an “expanded
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Yoga text.” It is more probable that both derive from a common source 
and parts of the Ma~ alabråhma~opani‚at may well be closer to that 
source because of their conciseness. 
51. In his commentary on the Bodhasåra’s first verse on Råjayoga (see 
note 49 above), Divåkara says: “Råjayoga is the Yoga of kings, because 
rulers can accomplish it even when [they] remain in their position (that 
is, as kings). In this connection, its [main] characteristic is knowledge 
concerning the union of the individual self with Brahman” (…råjayogo 
råjñåμ n®på~åμ svasthåne sthitvåpi sådhayituμ çakyatvåt tatsambandh⁄ 
yogo j⁄vabrahmaikyavi‚ayakajñånalak‚a~o…). I wish to thank James 
Mallinson for his comments on this passage (personal communication, 
December 27, 2012). 
52. Så khyasåra 6.2–3: “One who is not capable of Råjayoga, is suitable 
for Ha†hayoga. In the Yogavåsi‚†ha, Vasi‚†ha was taught thus by Bhusu~ a; 
in Råjayoga, one reverts to gnosis and in Ha†hayoga, the breathing exer-
cises and postures. [Both of] them are important; because they are auxil-
iaries, one [depends on] the other. They should [both] be practiced accord-
ing to one’s capacity” (açakto råjayogasya ha†hayogo ’dhikåravån| våsi-
‚†he hi vasi‚†håya bhusu~ enaivam ⁄ritam\ jñånåv®tt⁄ råjayoge prå~åyå-
måsane ha†he| mukhye te ’ gatayånyonyaμ sevye çaktyanusårataª). This 
division between gnosis and Yoga (that is, prå~åyåma, and so on) in the 
Yogavåsi‚†ha (5.78.8) goes back to the Mok‚opåya (5.78.8): “There are 
two methods of destroying the mind; Yoga and gnosis, O Råma. Yoga is 
the cessation of the [mind’s] activity and gnosis is perfect perception” 
(dvau kramau cittanåçasya yoga jñånaμ ca råghava| yogas tadv®ttirodho 
hi jñånaμ samyagavek‚a~am). The reference on Råjayoga in the Så khya-
såra is cited in Schreiner (2013: 763). I wish to thank Jürgen Hanneder 
for drawing my attention to the reference in the Mok‚opåya. 
53. In the Çr⁄våsi‚†hamahåråmåya~atåtparyaprakåça (5.92.33), Ånanda-
bodhendrasarasvat⁄ makes the rather surprising comment: “When one is 
not able (açakti) [to do] the practice of Ha†hayoga, Råjayoga should be 
practiced” (ha†hayogåbhyåsåçaktau råjayogo ’bhyasan⁄ya ity åha). The 
statement is surprising because in medieval Yoga texts Råjayoga is usually 
recommended to only the most gifted students, and those incapable of 
practicing it are prescribed Ha†hayoga (on the various types of student 
suited to Mantrayoga, Layayoga, Ha†hayoga, and Råjayoga, see Birch 
2011: 546n135). However, in a subsequent comment on the term “ha†ha” 
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in Yogavåsi‚†ha 5.92.37, Ånandabodhendra defines it as those practices 
not sanctioned by true scriptures or gurus: “Even though stopping the 
breath is a forceful [practice] because it is a method of suppressing [that 
which] is difficult [to restrain], other forceful [methods] in the form of 
brutal actions such as sitting and lying down [for a long time], withering 
the body [that is, fasting], [malicious] spells and amulets and cremation-
ground practices, which are not on the path taught by true scriptures and 
gurus, are prohibited here…” (yadyapi prå~asaμrodhanaμ durdåntada-
manopåyatvåd dha†ha eva, tathåpi sacchåstragur¨padi‚†amårgarahitå 
anye copaveçanaçayanakåyaço‚a~amantrayantraçmaçånasådhanådisåha-
sar¨på ha†hå atra nivåryanta…\ -mårgarahitå ] conjecture Mallinson : 
-mårgarahito ed.). Thus, those incapable of practicing Ha†hayoga are those
who would not do so because its methods are prohibited. More importantly,
Ånandabodhendra’s comment reveals that he did not consider the term
“ha†ha” in Yogavåsi‚†ha 5.92 to refer to the Ha†hayoga of åsana, prå~å-
yåma, mudrå, and so on. One can infer that by Råjayoga, he meant those
practices taught in this section of the Yogavåsi‚†ha, which are summarized
in 5.92.35ab–36: “The attainment of spiritual knowledge, association with
the wise, abandoning habitual tendencies (våsanå) and stopping the move-
ment of the breath. According to tradition, these methods are powerful in
conquering the mind” (adhyåtmavidyådhigamaª sådhusa gama eva ca\
våsanåsamparityågaª prå~aspandanirodhanam| etås tå yuktayaª pu‚†åª
santi cittajaye kila). Thus, for Ånandabodhendra, Råjayoga included the
practice of prå~åyåma as it was taught in the Yogavåsi‚†ha. The reference
on Råjayoga in the Çr⁄våsi‚†hamahåråmåya~atåtparyaprakåça is cited in
Schreiner (2013: 762).
54. In the commentary called the Saubhågyabhåskara on the Çr⁄lalitå-
sahasranåmastotra (180), the eighteenth-century Bhåskararåya men-
tions Så khya, Tåraka, and Amanaska as the three types of Råjayoga 
(råjayogo ’pi så khyatårakåmanaskabhedåt trividhaª). The Tårakayoga/ 
Amanaskayoga division may derive from South India, for it is present in 
the Amanaska’s South Indian recension (but not the North Indian and 
Nepalese) as well as the South Indian redactions of the Advayatårako-
pani‚at and Ma~ alabråhma~opani‚at. 
55. Ghera~ asaμhitå 7.4–6 (for a translation, see Mallinson 2004:
120–23). 
56. GOMLM (Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras), ms.
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4377. For details, see GOMLM Catalog (1910: 3263–64). A transcript 
R635 of this manuscript is in Kaivalyadhama’s Library, Lonavla. 
57. GOMLM, ms. 4378. For details, see GOMLM Catalog (1910: 3265). 
There is also a paper manuscript of this text in the Pråjña På†haçålå Ma~ ala 
in Wai; ms. 399 (L. number 6–4). 
58. Adyar Library; ms. PM1428 (transcript number TR1163). The 
colophon attributes the text to a Ça karåcårya. 
59. GOMLM, ms. 4374. For details, see GOMLM Catalog (1910: 
3259–60). Further research is needed to determine whether manuscripts of 
similar titles in the GOMLM and Adyar Library are related to those men-
tioned above; for example, the Råjayogarahasya (Adyar, ms. 72327), the 
Råjayogakrama (Adyar, ms. 24–F11), the Råjayogaprakara~a (Adyar, 
ms. 70290), the Råjayogalak‚a~avicåra (GOMLM, ms. D15980), and so 
on. 
60. Ms. 4378: iti çr⁄råjayogasiddhåntarahasye vedåntasåre ⁄çvaromå-
saμvåde sakalaråjayogåm®te dvit⁄yaª pa†alaª; ms. 399: iti çr⁄råjayoga-
siddhåntarahasye råjayogåm®te dvit⁄yaª pa†alaª. Ms. 399 contains another 
two chapters which are probably a late addition to the text because they 
mainly consist of verses borrowed from the Amanaska. Ms. 4378 has 
only two chapters, and these are almost identical (albeit with numerous 
variant readings) to the first two chapters of ms. 399. 
61. The beginning of the Råjayogasiddhåntarahasya (ms. R635, page 
1, lines 1–12) has clear parallels in verses 6–10 (ms. PM1428, page 2, 
line 6–page 3, line 5) of the Råjayogasåra, which occur after five verses 
of salutation to Çiva; verse 10 is found in both the Råjayogasiddhånta-
rahasya (ms. 4378, page 2, lines 19–20) and the Rajayogåm®ta (ms. 399, 
folio 1r, line 3). There are approximately eighteen parallel verses in the 
Råjayogasåra and Råjayogasiddhåntarahasya. 
62. The following passage from the Råjayogasiddhåntarahasya (ms. 
R635, page 10, lines 9–14) is a good example of this: “Having first prac-
ticed Ha†hayoga, spontaneous retention [arises] abruptly. [Then,] union 
of [the mind] in an internal sound [occurs] during the retention. Because 
of the internal sound, an [internal] light shines forth. Having seen the 
light in the heart-space, [the yogin] is undoubtedly free. [The practice 
of] åsana is for the destruction of diseases, prå~åyåma for [the destruc-
tion of] sin. Then, the mind becomes steadier in the [practice of] fusing 
[the mind] with the internal sound. When the light shines [in the heart], 
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liberation [arises.] There is no other means to release [from saμsåra]” 
(ådau k®två ha†håbhyåsaμ ha†håt kevalakumbhakam| kumbhakånte 
nådayogo nådåj jyotiªprakåçakam| jyotir d®‚†vå h®dåkåçe sa mukto 
nåtra saμçayaª| åsanaμ vyådhinåçåya prå~åyåmena påtakaª| atha 
nådånusandhåne cittaμ sthirataraμ bhavet| jyotiªprakåçe kaivalyaμ 
nånyathå muktisådhanam| jyotiªprakåçe ] ms. 4378 (ma-vipulå) : jyotiª-
prakåça ms. R635). 
63. Råjayogasiddhåntarahasya, ms. R635, page 3, lines 8–10: nirmalaμ
gaganåkåraμ svayaμjyotiªprakåçakam| tasya madhye nådabindukalåyuk-
taμ sadå smaret| råjayoga iti prokto yoginåμ mok‚adåyakaª. 
64. Råjayogasiddhåntarahasya, ms. R635, page 4, lines 4–5: p¨r~anåde
manor aikyaμ råjayogåbhidhånakam| guruvåkyena labhyate nånyathå 
granthiko†ibhiª. 
65. Råjayogasiddhåntarahasya, ms. R635, page 4, lines 6–7: su‚umnå
manaså d®‚†vå nådaμ çrutvå nirantaram| nådåntarjyotisaμv⁄k‚yo råja-
yoga udåh®taª\ nådåntar ] råjayogåm®ta ms. 399 : nådånte ms. R635. 
råjayoga ] emendation : råjayogaª ms. R635. 
66. Råjayoga, ms. 4374, folio 30r: “The lord said: ‘I shall speak about
the highly purifying Råjayoga which should be adopted by sages. It brings 
about liberation to its practitioners and increases longevity and health’ ” 
(çr⁄bhagavån uvåca| råjayogam ahaμ vak‚ye munig®hyaμ supåvanam| 
sevakånåμ mok‚akaram åyurårogyavardhanam). 
67. Also, these Råjayoga texts have not been cited in the following three
chapters of the Upåsanåsårasa graha: the su‚umnå-, j⁄vaparamåtma-
svar¨popåsanå-, and abhyåsayogaprakara~as. As Bouy (1994: 90–91) 
noted, this compendium is of great value in dating Yoga texts written 
before the seventeenth century, and a search of its entire contents is 
needed here, but I have only had access to an IFP transcript (T1095b) 
which contains the above three chapters. 
68. For a discussion on this and a translation of the relevant passages,
see Birch (2011: 543n119). 
69. Yogasiddhåntacandrikå 1.34: “In the tradition, Ha†hayoga is spoken
of as prå~åyåma: ‘the sun is known by the syllable “ha,” the moon by the 
syllable “†ha.” The union of sun and moon is called Ha†hayoga.’ [There-
fore,] Ha†hayoga whose [main] characteristic is the union of sun and 
moon, [that is,] prå~åyåma, is known as prå~åyåma in the Yogab⁄ja” 
(prå~åyåmasya ha†hayogatvam uktaμ sm®tau—hakåre~a tu s¨ryo ’sau 
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†hakåre~endur ucyate| s¨ryåcandramasor aikyaμ ha†ha ity abhidh⁄yate| 
s¨ryacandråkhyayoª prå~åyåmayor aikyalak‚a~aª ha†hayogo yogab⁄je 
prå~åyåmaª prak⁄rtita iti| yogab⁄je ] conjecture : yogab⁄jaμ ed.). In 
Nåråya~at⁄rtha’s commentary on Yogas¨tra 2.46, he lists thirty-eight 
postures and quotes without attribution descriptions of them from texts 
such as the Ha†haprad⁄pikå, so one could argue that Nåråya~at⁄rtha inte-
grated Ha†hayoga in A‚†å gayoga’s åsana and prå~åyåma. However, he 
only expressly mentions Ha†hayoga in regard to prå~åyåma. 
70. Yogasiddhåntacandrikå 1.20: tato paravairågyåd asamprajñåta 
itare‚åμ p¨rvavilak‚ånåμ manu‚yå~åμ mumuk‚¨~åμ bhavat⁄ty arthaª| 
ayam eva ca råjayoga ity ucyate. For a translation of this passage, see 
Birch (2011: 543n120). 
71. I am yet to determine a terminus a quo for the Tattvabinduyoga, but 
it is unlikely to have been written before the seventeenth century. The 
firmest terminus ad quem for the Tattvabinduyoga is a manuscript (BORI 
ms. 664, 1883–84) completed in 1810 CE (saμvat 1867). Another manu-
script (VSUL 30019) which is reported in Kaivalyadhama’s catalog of 
Yoga manuscripts (2005: 104–5) is dated at 1841, but there is no mention 
of çaka or saμvat. If it is the latter, then the manuscript evidence would 
confirm a terminus ad quem of 1784 CE. The New Catalogus Catalogorum 
(1974: 60) reports that the Tattvabinduyoga is cited by Sundaradeva in 
his Ha†hasa ketacandrikå. Unfortunately, the Ha†hasa ketacandrikå 
does not help to fix an earlier terminus ad quem for the Tattvabinduyoga, 
because it was composed sometime between the early seventeenth century 
(that is, Çivånandasarasvat⁄’s Yogacintåma~i) and 1832 CE, the latter 
date being based on that of an incomplete manuscript in the Cambridge 
University Library (ms. Add. 2145). I have noted this in case the date of 
composition of the Ha†hasa ketacandrikå becomes known. 
72. Manuscripts of these names are reported in Kaivalyadhama’s catalog 
of Yoga manuscripts (2005: 102–5, 246–47, 394–95), and they are attrib-
uted to a Råmacandra. The colophon of the manuscript consulted by me 
(that is, BORI ms. 664, 1883–84) gives the name of the text as the Tattva-
binduyoga which has been adopted above. 
73. Prå~ato‚i~⁄, part 6, pages 830–48. According to sources cited in 
Goudriaan and Gupta (1981: 147), this work was completed in 1820 and 
printed in 1824. For an example of one of its parallel passages to the 
Tattvabinduyoga, see note 76 below.  
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74. Tattvabinduyoga, folio 7v, lines 4–folio 8r, line 3: “Now, Ha†hayoga
is explained [as follows]. The practice of [stopping] the breath is accom-
plished by such methods such as exhalation, inhalation, and retention. And 
then, purification of the body occurs by means of the six cleansing practices 
such as dhauti. When the entire breath remains in the sun channel, then 
the mind becomes still. When the mind is still, direct perception of one’s 
essential nature as bliss manifests. Because of [this] Ha†hayoga, the mind 
dissolves into the void. Death does not go near [that yogin]. Now, the 
second type of Ha†hayoga is explained. Some white, yellow, blue, [or] 
red form with the splendour of ten million suns is visualized [by the yogin] 
in his body from his feet up to his head. Because of meditation on that 
[form], disease and [excessive] heat do not occur in his body and the length 
of his life increases” (idån⁄μ ha†hayogaª kathyate| recakap¨rakakuμ-
bhaka ityådiprakåre~a pavanasådhanaμ kartavyaμ| atha ca dhautyådi‚a†-
karmakara~åt çar⁄rasya çuddhir bhavati| s¨ryanå ⁄madhye pavanaª 
p¨r~o yadå ti‚†hati tadå mano niçcalaμ bhavati| manaso niçcalatve 
ånandasvar¨papratyak‚aμ bhåsate| ha†hayogakara~åt manaª ç¨nya-
madhye l⁄naμ bhavati| kålaª sam⁄pe någacchati| idån⁄μ ha†hayogasya 
dvit⁄yo bhedaª kathyate| padårabhya çiraªparyantaμ svaçar⁄re ko†is¨rya-
tejaªsamånaμ çvetaμ p⁄taμ n⁄laμ raktaμ kiμ cid r¨paμ cintyate| tad-
dhyånakara~åt sakalå ge rogajvalanaμ na bhavati| åyurv®ddhir bhavati\ 
kålaª ] conjecture : kalåª codex. ha†hayogasya ] conjecture : ha†hayoga 
codex. It is possible that rogajvalanaμ is a corruption of rogajvaro; a 
stronger digestive fire ([jvalana] is usually a desired outcome of Ha†ha-
yoga). 
75. Tattvabinduyoga, folio 2r, lines 4–5: “He who causes such [mental
states] as patience, discriminative judgment, detachment, peacefulness, 
and contentment to arise in his mind, he alone is said to be a yogin of 
[these] many Kriyås” (yasyåntaªkara~e k‚amåvivekavairågyaçåntisa~to‚a 
ityåd⁄ny utpådyante, sa eva bahukriyåyog⁄ kathyate). 
76. Tattvabinduyoga, folio 7r, line 1: idån⁄μ råjayogayuktasya puru‚a-
sya yac char⁄racihnaμ kathyate| …yasya janmamara~e na staª sukhaμ 
na bhavati, kulaμ na bhavati, ç⁄talaμ na bhavati, sthånaμ na bhavati, 
asya siddhasya manomadhye ⁄çvarasambandh⁄ prakåço nirantaraμ prat-
yak‚o bhavati| sa ca prakåço na ç⁄to na co‚~o na çveto na p⁄to bhavati| 
tasya na jåtir na kiμ cic cihnaμ| ayaμ ca ni‚kalo nirañjanaª alak‚aç ca 
bhavati. Compare Yogasvarodaya (cited in the Prå~ato‚i~⁄, part 6, page 
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834): na k‚obho janma m®tyuç ca na duªkhaμ na sukhaμ tathå| bhedå-
bhedau manaªsthau na jñånaμ ç⁄laμ kulaμ tathå| prakåçakuçasam-
bandhiprasa go ’yaμ nirantaram| sarvaprakåçako ’sau tu na‚†abhe-
dådir eva ca| asya jåter na cihnañ ca ni‚kalo ’yaμ nirañjanaª. 
77. I wish to thank James Mallinson for this reference.
78. For similar wordplay, see the Amanaska’s second definition of
råjayoga (note 22 above) as well as Nåråya~at⁄rtha’s definition (cited 
above on page 414–15). 
79. Sarvå gayogaprad⁄pikå 3.13cd: råjayog sab upar chåjai| jo sådhai
so adhika viråjai. My reading of this hemistich follows the commentary 
of the editor, R. C. Misra: råjayog = yog kå ek prakår| yah any yogapra-
kåroμ se sarvaçre‚†h batåyå gayå haiμ| …| jo ise sådhatå hai, vah adhik 
der tak [-lambe j⁄van tak] çobhåyamån banå rahtå hai| chåjai = çobhå-
yamån. 
80. Sarvå gayogaprad⁄pikå 3.18–19: råjayogi ke lak‚a~ esai, mahåpuru‚
baulai haiμ taise| jåkauμ dukh aru sukh nahiμ ho⁄, har‚ çok vyåpai 
nah⁄μ ko⁄\ jåkaiμ k‚udhå tu‚å na satåvai, nidrå ålasa kabahu na åvai| 
ç⁄t u‚~ jåkaiμ nahiμ bhå⁄, jarå na vyåpai kål na ‚å⁄. Compare Ha†hapra-
d⁄pikå 4.108 and 4.111: khådyate na ca kålena bådhyate na ca karma~å| 
sådhyate na sa kenåpi yog⁄ yuktaª samådhinå\ …na vijånåti ç⁄to‚~aμ 
na duªkhaμ na sukhaμ tathå| na månaμ nopamånaμ ca yog⁄ yuktaª 
samådhinå. 
81. My research on the Yoga traditions which date from the twelfth
century onwards certainly confirms this view. However, there are occur-
rences of A‚†å gayoga being interpreted independently of Påtañjalayoga 
before this time (for example, Netratantra 8.10–21). David Gordon White 
informs me that he has discussed expositions of A‚†å gayoga that differ 
from that of the Yogas¨tra, in five Purå~as including the early Vi‚~u-
purå~a (6.7), in his forthcoming book, The Yoga Sutra of Patanjali: A 
Biography (2014) (personal communication, January 10, 2013). 
82. For examples of the various traditions in which A‚†å gayoga is
found, see Birch (2011: 541n103). 
83. Apart from the Bhågavatapurå~a, other Vai‚~ava texts which
incorporated A‚†å gayoga include the Vi‚~upurå~a and the Påñcaråtrika 
Ahirbudhnyasaμhitå, as well as the Vasi‚†hasaμhitå, the Yogayåjña-
valkya and the Dattåtreyayogaçåstra. Some Çaiva works such as the 
Netratantra and the Agnipurå~a have also incorporated A‚†å gayoga. 
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